
CALC MAGIC FOR THE ATARI

Thank you for buying CALC MAGIC.  You are now in possession of the most advanced
 spreadsheet program yet conceived for the Atari 8ØØXL and the 13ØXE.

LOADING THE PROGRAM - DISK VERSION

The system disk contains two versions of CALC MAGIC, one for the 8ØØXL and the o
ther for the 13ØXE.  The disk also contains a Boot program which will detect whi
ch computer you have and load the appropriate version of CALC MAGIC. The correct
 version will be loaded automatically.

Switch OFF the computer, then switch ON the disk drive and also the printer, if
you have one.  Insert the disk, label side up, into the drive and close the latc
h.  Then switch the computer ON.  The appropriate version of CALC MAGIC will loa
d automatically and will autorun.  While  it is loading the screen will display
a reminder of the operating keys and the functions available in CALC MAGIC.

There is no need to disable Basic, it will be disabled automatically.

As soon as the program has loaded, remove the system disk and put it somewhere s
afe.   Do not use the system disk for saving worksheet files!

SPREADSHEET SIZE

The 8ØØXL version of CALC MAGIC has a cell matrix of 26 columns, labelled A to Z
, by 254 rows, labelled 1 to 254.

The 13ØXE version takes advantage of the larger machine memory by giving you a m
atrix of 64 columns, labelled A to BL, by 254 rows, labelled 1 to 254.

Worksheet files saved from the two different versions are NOT compatable.

However, Ranges saved from the 8ØØXL version can be loaded into the 13ØXE versio
n, and Ranges saved from the 13ØXE version can be loaded into the 8ØØXL version
as long as the Range saved is between columns A to Z only.  Also, care must be t
aken to ensure that the complexity of the Range is not such that it exceeds the
available memory of the smaller 8ØØXL machine.

SCREEN COLOURS

Screen colours can be changed using the "CHANGE COLOUR" option, found in the "WO
RKSHEET COMMANDS" menu.  Colours are then entered in the form of three numbers s
eparated by commas, like so - 15Ø,12,1 - where the first number corresponds to t
he border colour, the second to the text colour, and the third to the background
 colour.  Numbers must be in the range 1-255 and are derived by taking the stand
ard Atari colour code, multiplying it by 16, then adding the luminance value, wh
ich is in the range Ø-15.

L (pound sterling) SIGNS

If you wish to enter a L (pound sterling) sign into text, press CONTROL H.  If,
on the other hand, you wish to preface a value or range of values by a L (pound
sterling) sign, use the number formatting commands (see the Number Formatting se
ction of this manual).

CALC MAGIC - OPERATING KEYS

MOVING THE CURSOR

  KEY     FUNCTION
  ---     --------



  ---     --------

[SELECT] - Cursor UP

[HELP] - Cursor DOWN

[CONTROL-ARROW KEYS] - Cursor UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT as normal

[TAB] - Cursor RIGHT

[SHIFT-SELECT] - Moves Cursor UP 2Ø rows

[SHIFT-HELP] - Moves Cursor DOWN 2Ø rows

[CLEAR] (SHIFT <) - Moves Cursor to cell at top left of screen, then, if pressed
 asecond time, to cell A1

ENTERING TEXT

[ > ] - Right justify

[ ^ ] (SHIFT-*) - Centralise

EDITING A CELL

[ESC] - Edit cell

[SHIFT-TAB] or      Blank a cell
[CONTROL-TAB]

POINTING TO A CELL

[OPTION] - Point to a cell

POP-UP MENU OPERATION

[OPTION] - HOMEs the menu cursor to the top option of the menu, which is usually
 EXIT.

[SELECT] - Moves the menu cursor UP by one option

[START] - selects the option highlighted by the cursor

[HELP] - Moves the menu cursor DOWN by one option

[SHIFT-START] - Exit from Pop-Up menus back to worksheet

MANUAL RECALCULATION

[SHIFT-OPTION] - Manual recalculation
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WHAT IS CALC MAGIC?

CALC MAGIC is an "electronic spreadsheet" or "financial planning" package, offer
ing the sophisticated facilities of the more expensive spreadsheets, at a very r
easonable price.

A spreadsheet program acts like a blank sheet of paper onto which text and numbe
rs can be added, and from which calculations can be made or entries altered.  If
 several calculations make use of one entry, then altering that entry will cause
 automatic recalculation of all the results.

Spreadsheets can be used for any sort of calculation, which uses rows and column
s.  The most common examples being Monthly Budgets, Yearly Forecasts, Analysis o
f Expenditure, Profit and Loss, Balance sheets, Costing, Job Quotations, Market
Research and Business Modelling.

The main benefit, apart from time saved, guaranteed accuracy and neat presentati
on on a printer, is that a spreadsheet program encourages you to try out the eff
ect of changing the variable quantities or estimates - to discover the effect on
 the "bottom line."  A special form of this is called financial modelling, which
 involves goal-seeking or reversed iteration.

  e.g., you can simply instruct the program to "find the level
        of sales required to achieve a net profit of $5ØØØ" or
        "discover what the bank lending rate can rise to before
        necessitating an increase in prices"

WHAT CAN CALC MAGIC DO?

CALC MAGIC offers all the usual spreadsheet features but packaged in a way that
is much easier to use, so even the beginner will have no problem.

Why is CALC MAGIC easier?
CALC MAGIC's unique "POP-UP MENU" system easily allows you to choose commands wi
thout having to enter a sequence of special characters.  In addition, CALC MAGIC
 employs a simple "POINTING" method to reference other parts of the spreadsheet
thus making it very easy to see exactly which cells or values you are referring
to and also reducing the errors created from typing mistakes.  It can be seen th



thus making it very easy to see exactly which cells or values you are referring
to and also reducing the errors created from typing mistakes.  It can be seen th
at CALC MAGIC also adopts a fresh approach to choosing commands by grouping simi
lar activities under major headings, e.g., Range Commands, Worksheet Commands.
This is fundamentally different from most other spreadsheets which use an ever-i
ncreasing range of single commands.

How to use CALC MAGIC
Command selection is very straightforward - a simple choice from a menu - so the
 only "typing in" needed is the variable information, such as text labels, value
s, formulas and functions.

Math
CALC MAGIC's math calculations work on displayed values rather than internally-h
eld values, thus producing exact results, instead of columns of figures that do
not appear to tally!

Functions
In addition to the normal mathematical functions, such as SUM, SQUARE ROOT, CALC
 MAGIC offers helpful financial and statistical functions, such as MEAN, STANDAR
D DEVIATION, VARIANCE, PV (to calculate NPV and IRR).  There are also logical fu
nctions to calculate and compare values plus directive functions to allow iterat
ive processing and goal-seeking activities, such as IF, GOTO, IFGOTO.

Who can use CALC MAGIC?
One of CALC MAGIC"s most powerful features is the ability to make the use of spr
eadsheets available to non-specialists or non-technical people.  You can actuall
y "program" CALC MAGIC and offer a choice of programs through the MENU system or
 use the special functions, such as ENTER, GOTO, plus re-calculation to activate
 a sequence of events that can be simply initiated by pressing one key. So non-t
echnical people can easily use CALC MAGIC without having to actually know how to
 set it up.  This means that anyone can enter variable information, initiate com
plex processing, print results, load other spreadsheets and so on...from simple
instructions and with the minimum of technical knowledge.

THE BASIC SPREADSHEET

GETTING STARTED

The CALC MAGIC spreadsheet is divided into cells lettered A - Z (A - BL on the 1
3ØXE) horizontally and 1 - 254 vertically.  Cell "A1" is at the top lefthand cor
ner and cell "Z254" ("BL254") is at the bottom righthand corner of the sheet.

Because the sheet is so large only a small portion of it is visible at any one t
ime on the screen of the computer.

MOVING THE CURSOR

The cursor identifies the cell you are currently looking at - referred to as the
 "active cell" - and is shown as a inverse-field bar.

To move to another part of the sheet, various keys can be used:

         to move one cell at a time

  UP  [CONTROL-UP ARROW]

  DOWN  [CONTROL-DOWN ARROW]

  LEFT  [CONTROL-LEFT ARROW]

  RIGHT  [CONTROL-RIGHT ARROW]

         or to move further afield

  [CLEAR] (Shift-<) moves to the cell in the top lefthand corner - if pressed tw
ice, moves to "A1"



  [CLEAR] (Shift-<) moves to the cell in the top lefthand corner - if pressed tw
ice, moves to "A1"

  [SHIFT-SELECT]  moves up 2Ø rows

  [SHIFT-HELP]  moves down 2Ø rows

You can also use the command Goto Cell.

Try out all these keys so that you can find your way around the sheet easily - n
otice how the sheet scrolls off all sides of the screen, like looking through a
window.

ENTERING WORDS OR TEXT

Text can be entered into the active cell, simply by typing the required text fol
lowed by RETURN.  If your text starts with a space or one of the special numeric
 characters (see "Entering Numbers"), precede your text with [ " ].

If your text is longer than the cell width (9 to start with), the text spills ov
er into the next cell on the right,

  e.g.
INCOME         |INCOME   |

EXPENDITURE    |EXPENDITU||RE       |

Notice that the text is always left-justified unless you precede your text with:

  [ > ]   to right justify

  [ ^ ] (SHIFT-*)  to center

These special characters do not apply if your text has spilled over to other cel
ls,

e.g.

  MAY   |MAY       | left-justified

 >MAY   |       MAY| right-justified

 ^MAY   |   MAY    | centered

>EXPENDITURES |EXPENDITU||RE       |
(no action)

Alternatively, you can change the width of any column to accommodate longer text
 (see "Column Width").

ENTERING NUMBERS

Entering numeric data is similar to entering text, in that you point the cursor
to the active cell and enter your number followed by RETURN.  In order for CALC
MAGIC to identify your entry as numeric, certain characters are recognized as "s
pecial numeric characters:"

  - + Ø 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ( @

The last two characters have special meaning and must be used properly, e.g.,"("
 can only be used when paired with ")" and "@" implies a function.

Numbers are always right-justified and if the column is not wide enough to hold



Numbers are always right-justified and if the column is not wide enough to hold
them, then the word ERROR will appear on the sheet.  Note:  that the original nu
mber is not lost when this happens.  To rectify this problem, extend the column-
width (see COMMANDS - Column-Width).

e.g.,  67.89     |    67.89|

       Ø.1234    |     Ø.12|

     -765.432    |  -765.43|

      12345      |12,345.ØØ|

      123456     |    ERROR|

In the above examples it can be seen that, for display purposes, CALC MAGIC auto
matically changes the number entered, this is called "formatting."  You have ful
l control over this, but unless you change them, all cells containing numbers ar
e formatted (where appropriate) to display a negative sign, commas and two decim
al places.

This is a very powerful and useful feature which should be taken full advantage
of, as it is very simple to format one cell or a group of cells (see "Formatting
 Numbers").

Note that the original value is never lost, however, it is displayed on the shee
t, although calculations are performed on the displayed values (see "How CALC MA
GIC Calculates").

ENTERING FORMULAS

One of the most important aspects of a spreadsheet is its ability to refer to va
lues in other cells on the sheet.  Cell references can be used in simple mathema
tical formulas and put into cells instead of known values.  For example, if you
want to add the value in A1 to the value in B1 and put the result in C1, you wou
ld:

  Move the cursor to C1
  Enter the "formula" +A1+B1 [RETURN]

Note how the formula is preceded with a "special numeric character" to distingui
sh it from ordinary text.

The cell entry at the top of the screen contains "+A1+B1" but the sheet will dis
play the result of adding A1 and B1.

e.g.
  cell    entry     display

    A1      1Ø        1Ø.ØØ
    B1      2Ø        2Ø.ØØ
    C1    +A1+B1      3Ø.ØØ

If CALC MAGIC detects an error whilst re-calculating the sheet an error message
will be displayed in red on the top line of the screen

Any simple mathematical operation can be performed using formulas, although comp
uter notation must be used:

add         +
subtract    -
multiply    *
divide      /
brackets    ( ) to force a specific order of calculation



brackets    ( ) to force a specific order of calculation

More complex operations can also be performed using the wide range of functions
(see "Using Functions").  For further examples and explanation of the evaluation
 order of formulas, see "How CALC MAGIC Calculates".

For an easier method of referencing cells, see "POINTING" under "Helpful Notes o
n Making Entries".

EDITING A CELL

To edit an entry after you've pressed [RETURN], move the cursor to that cell and
 press [ESC], then use the "Editing Keys" to correct your entry.  The cell entry
 will be displayed at the top of the screen on the "edit line."

Note, if you move the cursor to a cell and start typing without first pressing [
ESC], the original entry will be lost.

Editing Keys

Use the [CNTRL-LEFT ARROW] and [CNTRL-RIGHT ARROW] keys to move left and right a
long the entry and use the [DEL] key to delete characters to the left of the cur
sor.  Any characters typed in will automatically be inserted where the cursor is
 pointing, pushing the rest of the entry to the right.  To jump to the first pos
ition of the entry, press [SHIFT-CLR].

Enter the edited version by pressing [RETURN].

If you want to correct a cell name, delete the wrong reference first and then us
e the "POINTING" method to enter the correct one.

The editing keys can also be used during initial entry into a cell, when mistake
s are made, although you do not have to press [ESC].

To blank a cell completely, move the cursor to the cell and press [SHIFT-RETURN]
 (this can also be done during an edit).  Alternatively, one or more cells can b
e blanked out by using "Range Erase".

HOW CALC MAGIC CALCULATES

CALC MAGIC is probably unique amongst spreadsheets in the way in which it perfor
ms "math."  One of the biggest problems when working with numbers on a computer
is the discrepancy between the number displayed and the value which is held inte
rnally.

 Sum      Ex. 1    Ex. 2  CALC MAGIC
 12.366   12.36    12.37    12.37
 25.256   25.25    25.26    25.26

 37.622   37.62    37.62    37.63

The above shows two examples of what can go wrong. Ex. 1 shows what happens when
 numbers are displayed simply showing two decimal places (no rounding). . .the r
esult is .Ø1 greater than it should be. Ex. 2 shows what hppens when numbers are
 displayed showing two decimal places with rounding up, whilst the mathematics i
s performed on the original values. . .the result is .Ø1 less than it should be.

CALC MAGIC uses the correct solution by actually performing the math with the nu
mbers which have already been rounded.  Thus in the final example, titled CALC M
AGIC, the true result is shown, where the calculation actually matches the displ
ay.

Math is performed without precedence from left to right through a formula, unles
s brackets are used to force a different order within the calculation.  The foll



Math is performed without precedence from left to right through a formula, unles
s brackets are used to force a different order within the calculation.  The foll
owing examples should illustrate what happens:

Assume: A1=1Ø  B1=5Ø  C1=1.15  D1=35

  Calculation        Result

  +B1/A1+D1           4Ø.ØØ
  +B1*A1+D1*A1     5,35Ø.ØØ
  +B1*A1+(D1*A1)     85Ø.ØØ
  +A1+B1-D1*Ø.15       3.75
  2ØØ+B1/A1-C1        23.85
  2ØØ+(B1/A1)-C1     2Ø3.85

HELPFUL NOTES ON MAKING ENTRIES

Entering + Moving

Instead of using the [RETURN] key to enter data into a cell, which leaves the cu
rsor in the same place, you can use [CNTRL-UP ARROW] or [CNTRL-DOWN ARROW] to en
ter your data and move to an adjacent cell at the same time.  (The direction dep
ends on which cursor movement key is used).  The [CNTRL-RIGHT ARROW] key can als
o be used to move to the adjacent right cell, but only when you are at the end o
f your entry (it is, after all, an editing key).  This is especially useful when
 making a lot of entries down one column or along one row.

Getting rid of the error message

If an error occurs while making an entry, a message is displayed at the top of t
he screen.  Press [SHIFT-TAB] to return to the edit line so you can fix the prob
lem.  (See Appendix A for a complete list of error messages.)

Pointing

As an alternative to typing a cell reference (e.g., when entering formulas or sp
ecifying ranges), you can "POINT" to the cell temporarily.  When a cell name is
to be used, press OPTION and CALC MAGIC shows the name in reverse field at the t
op of the screen.  Move the cursor to the cell name required, using the cursor m
ovement keys and press either the space bar or any non-cursor movement key.  CAL
C MAGIC will then return to normal editing conditions for the active cell.  Use
this method wherever possible, as it is much faster and more accurate than enter
ing the cell names by hand.

POINT can be overridden simply by typing in a cell reference.

HOW TO USE COMMANDS

INTRODUCTION

The previous section described how to use CALC MAGIC to move around the screen a
nd enter data, and simple spreadsheets can easily be produced without delving an
y further.  However, CALC MAGIC offers a range of commands that are very simple
to use and are specifically there to make it easier and quicker for you to produ
ce and format your spreadsheet, so as soon as you feel confident, try them out.

To find out what commands are available, simply press [START]

THE MENU SYSTEM

CALC MAGIC uses a series of "POP-UP" menus which superimpose themselves on the s
heet, but in no way interfere with the data behind them.  Some of the commmands
offer further menus (or choices) so you rarely have to type anything in specific
ally, just "select" the right command from what is offered.  Use the consol keys
 on the righthand side (or top of the 13ØXE) of the keyboard to move the cursor
up and down, then make your selection by pressing [START] to "GO."



 on the righthand side (or top of the 13ØXE) of the keyboard to move the cursor
up and down, then make your selection by pressing [START] to "GO."

[OPTION]    Jump to first option (EXIT)
[SELECT]    UP one option
[START]     GO or "selection option"
[HELP]      DOWN one option
[SHIFT-START]  EXIT to sheet

Try out all the keys now before proceeding.

Notice that all menus have a title box (so you know where you are) and a number
of options, the first always being EXIT (use [OPTION] to get there quickly).  Th
e menus are separately coloured to improve legibility and can be changed to suit
 your own taste (as can the background and foreground colours) by using the "Wor
ksheet Command - Change Colour".

FREE SPACE

A message appears at the bottom of the COMMAND MENU which says, for example, "Fr
ee Space 228Ø1."  As CALC MAGIC"s spreadsheets are held entirely in memory, it i
s useful to see how much space is left.  The figure shown is bytes of memory lef
t.  AS you add more entries to your sheet, you will notice that the figure gets
smaller.

FORMATTING NUMBERS

As mentioned already, when you enter a number or formula or function the cell al
ways contains the original entry, but the way in which it is displayed on the sh
eet can be varied.  This is called "formatting."

This is a very powerful feature, yet easy to use, especially as RANGE FORMAT all
ows you to format groups of cells with one command and GLOBAL FORMAT affects the
 whole spreadsheet.  Most of the formatting options actually generate additional
 characters which are added to the display (not the entry).  If the word "ERROR"
 appears in a cell after formatting, use the "COMMAND - Column-width" to extend
the column until "ERROR" disappears.

FORMATTING NUMBERS

When you choose one of the formatting commands (GLOBAL FORMAT, RANGE FORMAT or F
ORMAT CELL), a menu is displayed.

Choose the option from the menu in the normal way (see "Menu System,".

As a reminder, the worksheet has the following formats set, unless you change th
em:

-ve sign on  currency off  blank zeros
 comma on    % sign off  precision = 2
             plotting off

Some of the options act like a switch in that they only have two positions, "on"
 and "off."

Negative values:
-ve sign inserts a "-" before the displayed number if it is negative.

( ) brackets the number if it is negative.  In order for positive numbers to lin
e up correctly, an additional trailing space is added when this format is used.

CR/DR adds the letters "CR" or "DR" after the number if it is positive or negati
ve, respectively

Currency Signs



Currency Signs

$         precedes the number with a "$"
"L"       precedes the number with a "L"(pound sterling) sign
Currency  no currency signs displayed
off

Comma on inserts a comma before each group of three digits working left from the
 decimal point, e.g.,   1Ø,ØØØ.ØØ and 1,999,453.ØØ
     off     no commas are inserted

% sign on  simply adds "%" after the number displayed.  Note, no additional calc
ulations are performed
      off    no "%" added

Zero suppression
show          zeros are displayed e.g., Ø displayed as Ø.ØØ
blank         cell is left blank when zero, e.g., Ø displayed as "  ".

Precision Ø - 8
This will display the number to the number of decimal places chosen and automati
cally round up or down.  To display integers, choose a precision of Ø.
  e.g., precision = 2     Ø.ØØ5 rounds to Ø.Ø1
                          Ø.ØØ4 rounds to Ø.ØØ
                          9.995 rounds to 1Ø.ØØ
                          9.994 rounds to 9.99

Enter the precision when the prompt "Number of Places (Ø-8)" appears, followed b
y [START].

Plotting on (not available under GLOBAL FORMAT) converts the number in the cell
to a row of "***."  Negative numbers are treated as zero.  The plotting is indep
endent of cell width.
        off - normal display

COMMANDS IN DETAIL

GOTO CELL
This command allows you to move quickly to any cell on the sheet.  Having select
ed this option from the Command Menu, the words "Goto Cell" appear in the edit l
ine at the top of the screen.  Type in the cell reference, e.g., C2Ø, ending the
 entry with [START] to execute the command.  To change the entry use the normal
editing keys.

If the cell reference is incorrect, CALC MAGIC displays an error message at the
top of the screen, press [SHIFT-TAB] to return to the edit line.

RANGE COMMANDS
These are a set of commands which all apply to a "range" of cells.

A "cell range" can be linear, i.e., rows or columns, e.g., A1,A9 (part of column
 A) or A2,K2 (part of row 2) or a block of cells, e.g., C3,G1Ø or just one cell,
 e.g., B2,B2 or just B2.  Having chosen one of the range commands, the appropria
te prompt line will appear on the edit line, for you to enter the "range."  CALC
 MAGIC automatically puts you into "POINT" mode so use this method to specify th
e beginning and end of the range separating the two entries with a ",".  Indicat
e you have completed the entry by pressing [START], remembering that you can alw
ays use the editing keys before that to change mistakes or [SHIFT-START] to esca
pe back to the last menu.

Naming Ranges
As a convenient way of pointing to the same range more than once, you can give i
t a name or label, so that when you want to use it, you just specify the name an
d the associated range is brought in for your use.  Once the range is in the edi
t line you can, of course, change it.



t line you can, of course, change it.

To set up a "named range," make an entry in any cell that is not otherwise neede
d and type in:

   [name]range    [RETURN]

For example, enter "[PROFIT]C5,E5" into cell A2Ø.  When CALC MAGIC prompts for a
 range, type "[PROFIT" or even just "[PR" and the range C5,E5 will appear in the
 edit line.  Press [START] to accept it in the normal manner.  Note that this ab
ility to name ranges is only available for use with commands and cannot be used
within functions.

Range Copy
This allows you to copy a range of cells to another part of the sheet.  It shoul
d be noted that the destination cells are erased (blanked out) before the copy t
akes place, so you are not allowed to merge the two.  CALC MAGIC prompts for the
 "Range to copy from" followed by the "Range to copy to."  Enter the "from" rang
e followed by [START], then the "to" range followed by [START].

  Valid types of copy with Examples

Row to row(s)
A9,C9 --> A1Ø      copies 1 row
A9,C9 --> A12,A14  copies 1 row to 3 rows

Column to column(s)
A1,A1Ø --> B6     copies 1 column
A1,A1Ø --> B6,C6  copies 1 column to 3 columns

One cell to cell(s)
A5 --> C6         copies one cell
A5 --> A8,C8      copies 1 cell to 3 cells

CALC MAGIC automatically adjusts any formulas so that they reflect their new pos
ition on the sheet.  This is referred to as "replicating."

e.g.,  cell    entry    display
       A1         1Ø     1Ø.ØØ
       A2         2Ø     2Ø.ØØ
       A3     +A1+A2     3Ø.ØØ

using RANGE COPY...copy A1,A3 to B1, result is:
       B1         1Ø      1Ø.ØØ
       B2         2Ø      2Ø.ØØ
       B3     +B1+B2      3Ø.ØØ

so that if you change values in B1 or B2 later, B3 will reflect the addition of
their values, not those in A1 and A2.  In fact, one of the most common uses of R
ANGE COPY is to reproduce a similar formula across a row or column.  Try out the
 following example:

Set up a spreadsheet as shown:

   A       B       C       D       E
1         Jan     Feb     Mar    April
2 Sales 5ØØ.ØØ  6ØØ.ØØ  7ØØ.ØØ  8ØØ.ØØ
3 Costs 3ØØ.ØØ  35Ø.ØØ  4ØØ.ØØ  45Ø.ØØ
4-------------------------------------
5 Profit

Enter the formula  +B2-B3  in cell B5 as the "Profit" calculation.  The sheet wi
ll display 2ØØ.ØØ.  Choose RANGE COPY and copy B5 to C5,E5 and your "Profit" for
mula is reproduced and will be correctly adjusted to use columns C, D and E figu
res accordingly.

  A        B       C       D       E



  A        B       C       D       E
1         Jan     Feb     Mar    April
2 Sales 5ØØ.ØØ  6ØØ.ØØ  7ØØ.ØØ  8ØØ.ØØ
3 Costs 3ØØ.ØØ  35Ø.ØØ  4ØØ.ØØ  45Ø.ØØ
4 ------------------------------------
5 Profit2ØØ.ØØ  25Ø.ØØ  3ØØ.ØØ  35Ø.ØØ

In fact, if you initially set up A4 as "----," you can use RANGE COPY to reprodu
ce your underline in B4 to E4 instead of typing it in.  (Copy A4 to B4,E4).

There are times when you do not want a cell reference to be changed during a "co
py" operation, e.g., a fixed overhead, so to tell CALC MAGIC that a cell name is
 to be left unchanged, precede it with "$".

e.g., if B5 is set up as +B2-B3-$B1Ø and you copy it to C5,E5, then

C5 will become C2-C3-$B1Ø
D5 will become D2-D3-$B1Ø
E5 will become E2-E3-$B1Ø

Range Format

This command allows you to format the numbers held in a range of cells.  Refer t
o "Formatting Numbers" for the details, but CALC MAGIC"s POP-UP MENU system prov
ides such a simple method to follow that choosing the format you require should
be no problem.  Note that RANGE FORMAT applies after you have entered your value
s, so use GLOBAL FORMAT to pre-format the worksheet and RANGE FORMAT or FORMAT C
ELL for adjustments later.

When using RANGE FORMAT, CALC MAGIC prompts with "Range to Format."  Enter the d
esired range (by one of the methods mentioned earlier), then press [START].

Range Erase

This command removes all entries from a range of cells.  CALC MAGIC prompts with
 "Range to Blank"  enter the desired range, then press [START].

BE CAREFUL when using this command, as there is no way of retrieving the origina
l cell entries.

To clear the sheet completely, use "Worksheet Commands - Clear Sheet"

Range Sort

This command sorts a range of cells in ascending order.  Any column within the r
ange can be selected for sorting and all entries on the same row will be exchang
ed.  All cells in the range must contain either numbers or text and the column b
eing sorted must be the same data type.

CALC MAGIC prompts with "Range to Sort:"  POINT to the column and press [START].

e.g., using range A1,C3 and column A1

            before
      A      B      C
  1  Sugar  6Ø.ØØ  Smith
  2  Cream  4Ø.ØØ  Green
  3  Milk   7Ø.ØØ  Brown

              after
       A      B      C
  1  Cream  4Ø.ØØ  Green
  2  Milk   7Ø.ØØ  Brown



  1  Cream  4Ø.ØØ  Green
  2  Milk   7Ø.ØØ  Brown
  3  Sugar  6Ø.ØØ  Smith

Range Save

This command allows an area of the sheet to be saved and thus conveniently trans
ferred to another sheet later (or perhaps printed at another time).  When a rang
e is saved in this way note that the column-widths, printer settings, etc., are
not saved.

CALC MAGIC prompts with "Range to Save;" enter the desired range, then press [ST
ART].  When using disk, CALC MAGIC asks:

  "Replace Sheet?  Enter Yes or No"

If this one is to overwrite a range already saved, press [Y], then [RETURN] and
CALC MAGIC provides a list of those currently held on the disk.  Use the normal
method of selecting from a menu to choose the correct name (see "Menu System").

If you want to save this range under a new name, press [N], then [RETURN].  CALC
 MAGIC then prompts with:

  "Worksheet Name (8 char. max)"

Enter the name followed by [RETURN].  CALC MAGIC automatically saves ranges with
 a file extension of ".RMS".

Range Load

This command allows you to load a previously saved range into the current worksh
eet.

CALC MAGIC prompts with a list of ranges already saved on the disk.  Use the nor
mal method of selecting from a menu to choose the correct name (see "Menu System
".

Any cells that were blank when the range was saved will be skipped as the range
is loaded back, although all cells on the sheet are replaced by the cells being
loaded.

If you want to print a previously saved range, first load this into the workshee
t and then choose RANGE PRINT.

WORKSHEET COMMANDS

This is a general heading for various commands that affect the worksheet itself.

Global Format
This command is used to set the general format which will be used to display val
ues until such time as RANGE FORMAT or FORMAT CELL are used.  Refer to "Formatti
ng Numbers" for the details, but CALC MAGIC's POP-UP MENU system provides such a
 simple method to follow that choosing the format you require should be no probl
em.

Sheet Column-Width

This command is used to set a universal COLUMN-WIDTH for the whole worksheet, as
 opposed to "Column-Width" from the MAIN MENU, which allows you to set columns i
ndividually.  The same method of setting the width is employed, so refer to "Col
umn-Width" for further details.

Delete Row/Column



Delete Row/Column

This command allows you to delete a complete row or column from the sheet.  If y
ou use this command, there is no way of retrieving the original entries at a lat
er time - so BEWARE!  When you delete a row, all rows below the one specified ar
e moved up one row; similarly, when you delete a column all columns to the right
 are moved left by one column.

Note:  Cell references are adjusted (like RANGE COPY) to reflect their new posit
ion, if they have been moved to a new row or column, although any references to
the deleted row or column are left as they were, so make a note to check any cal
culations that might be affected.

When you select this command, CALC MAGIC displays another menu:

so use the normal method of selecting from a menu (see "Menu System") to make yo
ur choice.  When the prompt appears, you are automatically in "POINT" mode, so u
se this method to indicate the row or column to delete (or type an appropriate c
ell reference) followed by [START].  Remember that the whole row or column is de
leted, although you only need point to a single cell.

The most practical use of this command, besides simply wanting to delete a row o
r column, is a means of moving rows or columns around the sheet.  For example, i
f you want to move column C to column H, first of all COPY all relevant entries
in column C to column H using RANGE COPY.  Now DELETE column C, noting that when
 C is deleted all columns are moved left, so the previous column H is now column
 G.  If column H was already being used, first INSERT a new column H (see "Inser
t Row/Column", thus moving the old H to the right and making space for you to co
py C to the new blank H.

Insert Row/Column

This command allows you to insert a complete row or column anywhere on the sheet
.  When you insert a row, all rows, including the current one, are shifted down
the sheet to make room.  Similarly, when you insert a column, all columns, inclu
ding the current one, are shifted to the right.  Obviously you cannot make eithe
r of these moves if all the columns or rows are being used!

When you choose this option from the MAIN MENU, CALC MAGIC prompts with another
menu.

Use the normal method of selecting from a menu (see "Menu System").  When the pr
ompt appears, you are automatically in "POINT" mode, so use this method to indic
ate the row or column to insert or type an appropriate cell reference, followed
by [START].  You only need to point to one cell, although a whole row or column
is inserted.

e.g.,  If the cursor is resting on C1Ø, then "Insert Row" will move all rows, in
cluding 1Ø, down one line; similarly, Insert Column will move all columns, inclu
ding C, to the right.

Any cell references to any of the rows or columns moved will be adjusted to refl
ect their new position.

Save Sheet

This command allows you to save the entire spreadsheet, including printer and co
lour settings, etc., i.e., exactly as it is when you save it. Save Sheet does no
t save the Recalculation mode and the Global worksheet format.

When you choose this option, CALC MAGIC asks:

  "Replace Sheet?  Enter Yes or No"

If this one is to overwrite a sheet already saved, press [Y], then [RETURN] and
CALC MAGIC provides a list of those currently held on the disk.  Use the normal
method of selecting from a menu to choose the correct name (see "Menu System").



CALC MAGIC provides a list of those currently held on the disk.  Use the normal
method of selecting from a menu to choose the correct name (see "Menu System").
 If you want to save this sheet under a new name, press [N], then [RETURN] and C
ALC MAGIC asks:

  "Worksheet Name (8 char. max)"

Enter the name followed by [RETURN].  CALC MAGIC automatically saves sheets with
 a file extension of ".GMS".

Load Sheet

This command allows you to load a previously saved sheet into the current worksh
eet, thus overwriting whatever was there before.

CALC MAGIC displays a list of sheets already saved on the disk.

Printer Setup

This command allows you to set up special control characters to be sent to the p
rinter, in order for it to print your sheet correctly.  This includes specifying
 the type of printer you are using.

When you choose this option, CALC MAGIC displays another menu.

Use the normal method of selecting from a menu to choose the correct option (see
 "Menu System"), although you may find that you have to set more than just one o
f these to start with.  Each option displays a prompt, after which you can enter
 up to 15 different control codes in the form of a number between 1 and 255, sep
arated by commas.

(These are the ASCII numbers which your particular printer will interpret, so yo
u may need to refer to your printer manual.)

Page Width 8Ø
The default page width is 8Ø characters wide and this is shown in the menu.  If
a different width is required, choose this option from the menu and edit the num
ber displayed.  When [START] is pressed the menu will return showing the new wid
th.

Start of print
The codes used will set the overall printer format, such as condensed print.  Th
ey will be sent each time before printing starts.

End of line
This command is used to send end-of-line information to the printer.  For exampl
e, some printers require a line feed, carriage return sequence (1Ø,13) whilst ot
hers are quite happy with carriage return (13).  For double line spacing, use (1
3,13).

End of print
This command is used to terminate the printing.  For example, a couple of carria
ge returns (13,13) or possibly a form feed (12) so that your next printout start
s at the beginning of a page (also see "Start of print").

Change Colour

When CALC MAGIC is first loaded into the computer the colour codes are already s
et.  These are selected for use on colour monitors but you may not find them sui
table for colour or black-and-white televisions.  Modify the colours to suit you
r own VDU type.  These are very simple to change, as CALC MAGIC displays the col
our codes currently being used and all you have to do is type in your own combin
ation to achieve suitable contrast.  Use the normal "Editing Keys" to do this.
The codes are entered as a series of 8 numbers, separated by commas, each number
 representing the colour for the following:

1st  command menu



1st  command menu
2nd  2nd overlay menu
3rd  3rd overlay menu
4th  4th overlay menu
5th  border/status line
6th  sheet
7th  screen border
8th  background

The colour codes can be any number between 1 and 15 (where black is 15, not Ø),
and the only restriction being that the 8th colour code must be different from a
ll the rest (except for the screen border), otherwise the information disappears
!  When you are happy, finish your entry with [START].

e.g.,  2,5,6,12,12,16,1,1  is the normal set up when the program is loaded

command menu          red
2nd overlay menu      green
3rd overlay menu      blue
4th overlay menu      grey
border/status line    grey
sheet                 black
screen border         white
background            white

Formula or value?

This command allows you to switch between displaying the values for each cell on
 the worksheet (both entered and calculated) and the formulas held in each cell
(where applicable).  It can be very useful to see at a glance where there are fo
rmulas and where there is data, so that these can be checked.  The worksheet can
 be printed in both formats if further scrutiny is required.  This is often used
 when results, etc., do not appear as you expected!

Choosing this option from the menu acts like a switch, so that if you previously
 had "display" mode, you will switch to "formula" mode.  Choosing it again rever
ses the procedure.

Clear sheet

This command erases all the information from your worksheet, except the colour c
odes and printer set-up.  All cells are blanked and the format is reset to its o
riginal default values.  As the results of doing this by mistake are very seriou
s, you are asked to confirm the action, before the command is executed.  Press [
N] or [Y], then [RETURN] in answer to the prompt:

  "Really clear the sheet?  Yes or No"

If you just want to erase current entries in your sheet, but keep the format, et
c., you can always use Range Erase.

FORMAT CELL

This command allows you to format the cell that you are currently pointing to.
Refer to "Formatting Numbers" for the details, but CALC MAGIC's POP-UP MENU syst
em provides such a simple method to follow that choosing the format you require
should be no problem.

COLUMN-WIDTH

This command allows you to alter the width of the current column.  When you choo
se it, CALC MAGIC prompts with:

  "Use <=CRSR=> to adjust width"

Use the [CONTROL-LEFT ARROW ]  or  [CONTRL-RIGHT ARROW]  key to extend or reduce
 the column-width.  As you use this key, the reverse field bar (your cursor) get



Use the [CONTROL-LEFT ARROW ]  or  [CONTRL-RIGHT ARROW]  key to extend or reduce
 the column-width.  As you use this key, the reverse field bar (your cursor) get
s larger and smaller accordingly.  Press [START] when you are happy with the adj
ustment.

SPLIT SCREEN

This command offers the facility of splitting your displayed worksheet into sepa
rate portions or "windows."  This split can be horizontal (along a row) or verti
cal (down a column) but not both at the same time.  You can also tell CALC MAGIC
 to move both windows together, when scrolling, or to keep one static while the
other one scrolls.  (This can be great fun, but sometimes misleading!)  When you
 have split your worksheet into separate windows, you can only move the cursor w
ithin one window at a time, although you can still access all parts of the sheet
.  You can jump from one window to the other by using "Swap Over."  The most com
mon use of "windows" is to be able to retain column headings or row titles on th
e screen while the rest of the sheet scrolls further to the right or further dow
n, as these would otherwise be lost from view.

When you select this command, CALC MAGIC displays another menu, so choose your o
ption by using the normal method of selecting from a menu (see "Menu System").

Vertical or Horizontal Split
CALC MAGIC will first prompt with the message:

"Select position for split and press [START]"

Using the cursor keys, select a point on the screen where you want it to split.
Press [START] when you are ready.  CALC MAGIC will now prompt:

"Synchronized movement?  Enter Yes or No"

If you want the two windows to move independently, type [N], then [START], other
wise type [Y] the [START] (see above).

e.g.  If the active cell is C1 and you choose vertical split, then the row numbe
rs are repeated between columns B and C, thus leaving A and B always on the scre
en.

Swap Over
This moves the cursor to the other "window."

Close Split
This returns you to full-screen operation, when you have finished using the "win
dows" or when you want to change to a window split in the opposite direction.

RECALCULATION

This command allows you to control the method and direction of sheet recalculati
on.  If your sheet contains a lot of formulas or functions, dependent on other c
ell values, it can be more efficient to "turn off" automatic recalculation until
 you have finished entering or changing the data, otherwise CALC MAGIC is contin
ually working out new values for the same cells.  The direction of recalculation
 can also affect the way in which your spreadsheet works, especially when using
the @IF or @IFGTO functions (see "Functions".

The current setting for the sheet can easily be seen by the letters in the top l
eft corner of the sheet

These are "a" or "m" for automatic or manual, and "r" or "c" for row or column.
The default setting for the sheet is "a" and "r".

When you select this command, CALC MAGIC displays another menu so choose your op
tion by using the normal method of selecting from a menu.

Manual
This means that no recalculations are performed until you press [SHIFT-OPTION].



Manual
This means that no recalculations are performed until you press [SHIFT-OPTION].
 This option is best used when entering large amounts of information or when ite
rative/goal-seeking calculations are performed.

Automatic
This causes recalculations to be performed each time an entry is made or modifie
d.

Programmed
Choosing this option selects programmed recalculation.  No recalculations are pe
rformed until you press [SHIFT-OPTION]. The SELECT OPTIONS menu is displayed.  E
ach of the options is a program that has previously been created in the last col
umn (see "Programming CALC MAGIC").  Choosing one of these options causes the se
lected "program" to run.  When it has finished, you will be returned to the norm
al worksheet.

By Row
This forces recalculation to be performed row-by-row, i.e., A1..Z1, A2..Z2, etc.
, to A254..Z254.

By Column
This forces recalculation to be performed column-by-column, i.e., A1..A254, B1..
B254, etc., to Z1..Z254.

DISK COMMANDS

This command allows you to perform "housekeeping" tasks on your disk without hav
ing to leave CALC MAGIC.

When you select this command, CALC MAGIC displays another menu, so choose your o
ption by using the normal method of selecting from a menu (see "Menu System").

Validate disk
This command forces the disk drive to check the contents of the disk currently i
n use, but only needs to be issued rarely, as the disk drive is fairly efficient
 about disk utilisation.

Delete File
This command allows you to actually delete a file from the disk.  Once deleted t
he file is not recoverable!

CALC MAGIC displays a menu of files held on the disk.  Use the normal method of
selecting from a menu to choose the file to be deleted.   Note, you can always "
exit" rather than delete, if you change your mind.

Format Disk
This command allows you to format a blank disk or re-format an old disk.  Rememb
er, when using an old disk, that all information previously held there will be l
ost.  CALC MAGIC prompts with:

"Disk Name"

Enter a name for the disk and a two-digit identity code separated by a "," follo
wed by [RETURN].

e.g., Demo,Ø1

Wait while the disk is formatted, as it will take a few minutes.

Save DIF
This allows you to save your current worksheet in the standard DIF format, so th
at it can be used in other programs.

Load DIF
This will load a spreadsheet which has been previously saved in the DIF format.
 It allows the use of files from other programs.



 It allows the use of files from other programs.

USING FUNCTIONS

The range of functions available with CALC MAGIC is designed to ease the burden
of typing in long formulas and also to broaden the scope of what you can do with
 the data stored in your spreadsheet.

e.g., instead of +A1+B1+C1+D1+E1+F1 use @SUM(A1,F1) and more complex functions @
NUMBER, @IF, @MAX,

thus you are not limited to algebraic type arithmetic

CALC MAGIC's functions can be used on their own in a cell (instead of a formula)
 or as part of a formula by using the normal arithmetic operators +  -  *  /  (
) (see "Entering Formulas").  Every cell containing a function is evaluated, jus
t like formulas, and the result displayed on the sheet or actioned as in the cas
e of @IFGOTO and @GOTO.  A function implies a particular action to be performed
on values, either directly or indirectly.  The values that actually "drive" the
function are called PARAMETERS and without them the function is meaningless.

All CALC MAGIC's functions follow a similar format in that the function name is
preceded with "@" and followed by the parameter(s) enclosed in brackets.  Multip
le parameters are separated by commas.  In most cases the functions work with a
range of cells, which can be defined in the normal way (top left cell name [,]bo
ttom right cell name) and can be entered explicitly or "POINTED" to (see "Helpfu
l Notes") or accessed via a "range name" (see "Range Commands").

As it is easier to explain functions by example, assume the following cell value
s:

   A  B  C  D  E      G
1  7  8  9          Costs
2  4  5  6
3  1  2  3
4

@SUM(r1,r2)
Adds together all the values in the range of cells.

e.g., @SUM(A1,C3) gives a result of 45
      @SUM(B2,B3) gives a result of 7

@MIN(r1,r2)
Searches the range for the smallest value.

e.g., @MIN(A1,C3) gives a result of 1
      @MIN(A1,C1) gives a result of 7

@MAX(r1,r2)
Searches the range for the largest value.

e.g., @MAX(A1,C3) gives a result of 9
      @MAX(B1,B3) gives a result of 8

@MEAN(r1,r2)
Adds together all the values in the range and then divides the result by the num
ber of values in the range.  Any cells which are not in use or contain text are
not included in the calculation.

e.g., @MEAN(A1,D3) gives a result of 5   (45/9)
      @MEAN(A1,A3) gives a result of 4   (12/3)

@COUNT(r1,r2)
Counts the number of cells which contain values within a range.

e.g. @COUNT(A1,D3) gives a result of 9



e.g. @COUNT(A1,D3) gives a result of 9
     @COUNT(B1,B4) gives a result of 3

@SQRT(exp)
Calculates the square root of any math which is put between the brackets:

e.g.,
@SQRT(A1*C1/B3) gives the result 5.61
5+@SQRT(C1)+3 gives the result 11

@PV(p1,p2,p3) where p1=amount
                    p2=percentage
                    p3=duration
Returns the "present value" using the parameters p1, p2 and p3.
This present value function is most specifically used to calculate the Net Prese
nt Value and the Internal Rate of Return.
p1 = amount - can be a cell name or a value
p2 = percentage - can be a cell name or a value between Ø and 1
p3 = duration - can be a cell name or a value between Ø and 255

e.g.,
@PV(1ØØØ,Ø.12,5) gives the result 567.43
@PV(1ØØØ,Ø.12,A2) gives the result 635.52

@VAR(r1,r2)
Calculates the variance of a range.

e.g.,
@VAR(A1,D3) gives a result of 6.67
@VAR(A1,A3) gives a result of 6.ØØ

@STD(r1,r2)
Calculates the standard deviation of a range.

e.g.,
@STD(A1,D3) gives a result of 2.58
      @STD(A1,A3) gives a result of 2.44

@GOTO(r1)
This function is used to jump from one part of the sheet to another during the r
ecalculation process.

e.g., @GOTO(Z254) will direct recalculation to cell Z254

Be very careful when using this function, as it is very easy for the sheet to go
 into an endless loop, so always make sure you are in MANUAL recalculation.  If
you have any problems, you can use [SHIFT-START] to interrupt the command. The a
bove example is one way to speed up the recalculation process, as it avoids unne
cessary passes of blank cells.

@PRINT(r1,r2)
Prints the specified range.  Make sure your printer is set up correctly before u
sing this command.

e.g., @PRINT(A1,B3) will print the block A1 to B3

The immediate use of this function might seem rather obscure but it can be usefu
l for printing results during programmed recalculation.

@LOAD(rl)
This function loads a range of cells previously saved using the "Range Save" com
mand.  The parameter passed to @LOAD must be a cell reference, which contains th
e name of the range to load. The normal rules for "Loading Ranges" applies when
this function is used.

e.g., @LOAD(G1) will load a range saved under the name "Costs."



e.g., @LOAD(G1) will load a range saved under the name "Costs."

@SAVE(r1,r2,r3)
This function will save a range of cells r2,r3 using a text cell at r1 as a name
.

@NUMBER(r1,r2)
This function is very powerful, as it allows a spreadsheet to be set up so that
the user only has to enter values without knowing how the sheet is laid out.  Th
e first reference (r1) must be a text cell, otherwise CALC MAGIC will give an er
ror message.  When the function is used, the contents of the text cell will be d
isplayed and will wait for the user to enter a number.  This number will then be
 saved in the second cell reference (r2).  Because of the complexity of @NUMBER,
 it can be the only entry contained in a cell.

e.g., @NUMBER(G1,G2) will prompt the user with "Costs" and when a value is enter
ed, it will be stored in the cell G2.

@TEXT(r1,r2)
This function is similar to @NUMBER but is used for text entries.  The first cel
l reference contains the prompt and the second stores the user"s response.

e.g., @TEXT(G1,G2) will prompt the user with "Costs" and when they enter text, s
uch as "Rent," this will be stored in G2.

@ASSIGN(exp,rl)
This function is used to assign the result of a calculation or the contents of o
ne cell to another.

e.g.,  @ASSIGN(A1,D6) assigns 7 to D6  (A1 contains 7)
       @ASSIGN(A1*2,D8) assigns 14 to D8
       @ASSIGN(G1,H1) assigns "Costs" to H1

@IF(p1,p2,p3)  where p1=test  p2=true  p3=false
The @IF function works by taking the result p2 or p3, depending on whether the e
valuation of p1 is true or false.  p1 takes the general form of a test between c
ell names or values using logical operators.  Multiple tests can be made by usin
g the additional operators @AND and @OR.

e.g., A1>56  or 1Ø<A1  or A1=>A2 or A1=1Ø@ANDA2=6@ORA3>B6

Logical operators can be:
      <    less than
=< or <=   less than or equal to
       =   equal to
<> or ><   not equal to
       >   greater than
=> or >=   greater than or equal to

The p2 and p3 parameters can be values or cell names or any mathematical express
ion.

e.g.,
@IF(B2=5,1,2) gives the result 1 (true)
@IF(B2<5,1,2) gives the result 2 (false)
@IF(A1>5@ANDC3=3,A3,B2) gives the result 1  (true)
@IF(A1=5@ORB2=8,A3,B2) gives the result 1 (true)

Although somewhat complex to interpret, this is legal:

@IF(A1=5Ø@ORA1=6Ø@ANDB1=1Ø,@SQRT(@SUM(A1,A1Ø)),+A1*(6Ø+5)

@IFGOTO(p1,r1,r2)  where p1=test  r1=true  r2=false
This works on the same principle as @IF, but r1 and r2 are single cell reference
s, which are jumped to depending on the outcome of the p1 test.

e.g.,
@IFGOTO(A1=6Ø@ORB1=1Ø,A6,A2Ø) jumps to A2Ø (false)



e.g.,
@IFGOTO(A1=6Ø@ORB1=1Ø,A6,A2Ø) jumps to A2Ø (false)
@IFGOTO(A2>=4@ANDC3=<3,A6,A2Ø) jumps to A6 (true)

@SORT(r1,r2,r3)
This function sorts the range r2,r3 using r1 as the column reference, in the sam
e manner as RANGE SORT.

e.g., @SORT(B1,A1,C3) will swap rows 1 and 3

@LOOKUP(r1,r2,r3,r4,r5)
This function searches a range of cells for information contained in another cel
l and returns the corresponding value from another column (i.e., table look-up).

r1 = cell containing search information
r2,r3 = range to be searched
r4 = column reference for corresponding value
r5 = cell for result

e.g.,
       A       B         C
1  8ØØXL
2  IBM        PC         3Ø
3  Atari      8ØØXL     1ØØ
4  Acorn      Electron   5Ø
5
6  @LOOKUP(A1,B2,B4,A2,C1) will put "Atari" into C1.
("8ØØXL" in A1 matches "8ØØXL" in B3 and the corresponding entry in column A is
copied to C1)

@LOOKUP(A1,B2,B4,C4,C1) will return 1ØØ into C1.
("8ØØXL" in A1 matches "8ØØXL" in B3 and the corresponding entry in column C is
copied to C1).

@QUIT
This is an exception in that it is not a true function as it has no parameters.
It basically STOPS     recalculation and is used to signify the end of a "progra
m."

Programming CALC MAGIC

How to Use Programmed Recalculation

In conjunction with using functions, you can also set up a series of actions, wh
ich can be functions, formulas, values, etc., which are executed in turn (unless
 directed elsewhere) and give them a "name."  These are referred to as a "PROGRA
M" and can be selected to run at any time through the "Recalculate Options" menu
.

It is very straightforward to enter the program steps.  The program is placed in
 the last column of your spreadsheet (column Z on an 8ØØXL, column BL on a 13ØXE
).  Two sample spreadsheets with examples of programming are on your Calc Magic
disk.  They are called XESAMPLE.GMS and XLSAMPLE.GMS.  The first is for 13ØXEs a
nd the second is for 8ØØXLs.  Both spreadsheets have the same sample programs.
You can load the appropriate spreadsheet. When you type in a program, follow the
se instructions:

1.  Make sure you are in MANUAL recalculation.

2.  Give your program a name.  This can be up to 2Ø characters and must be prece
ded with #.

3.  Put the name somewhere in the last column (leave enough rows below it to ent
er the rest of the program).

4.  Enter the program steps in order of execution, in the last column, following
 the name, e.g., if the name is in Z1, then use Z2, Z3, Z4, etc.



4.  Enter the program steps in order of execution, in the last column, following
 the name, e.g., if the name is in Z1, then use Z2, Z3, Z4, etc.

5.  The last instruction must be @QUIT to terminate the program.

    Here is the spreadsheet XLSAMPLE.GMS for the 8ØØXL:

A1  1             Z1  #SUM
A2  2             Z2  @SUM(A1,A3)
A3  3             Z3  @ASSIGN(Z2,A4)
                  Z4  @QUIT
                  Z5
                  Z6  #LOAD
     Y7 Filename  Z7  @TEXT(Y7,Y8)
                  Z8  @LOAD(Y8)
                  Z9  @PRINT(A1,G2Ø)
                  Z1Ø @QUIT

    Here is the spreadsheet XESAMPLE]GMS on a 13ØXE:

A1  1             BL1  #SUM
A2  2             BL2  @SUM(A1,A3)
A3  3             BL3  @ASSIGN(BL2,A4)
                  BL4  @QUIT
                  BL5
                  BL6  #LOAD
    BK7 Filename  BL7  @TEXT(BK7,BK8)
                  BL8  @LOAD(BK8)
                  BL9  @PRINT(A1,G2Ø)
                  BL1Ø @QUIT

These spreadsheets have two programs on them, #SUM and #LOAD.

#SUM will sum the range A1,A3 and then assign the result to cell A4.

#LOAD will ask you for the filename of a saved Range.  A sample range is on the
disk which you can use, it is called "RANGE.RMS" (do not enter the ".RMS").  The
 filename is put into cell Y8 (BL8 on the 13ØXE). Then #LOAD will use this name
to load a Range from the disk.  Then it will print the Range A1,G2Ø.  If you do
not have a printer on line, the program will hang, or return an error message.
Press [SHIFT-START] to recover.

To execute a program, select  PROGRAMMED recalculation from the "Recalculation M
enu."  Return to the sheet and press [SHIFT-OPTION].  A "Select Options" menu ap
pears:

Choose SUM and press [START].  Now look at cell A4 - it will contain the result
6.  Similarly, the program LOAD can be run providing the file specified is avail
able.

CALC MAGIC thus provides a very easy way of performing calculations that can be
used by anyone.

APPENDIX A

ERROR MESSAGES

Use the [SHIFT-START] key to remove the error message from the top of the screen
.

CALC MAGIC tries to be as helpful as possible by pointing out errors as they are
 made.  There are two types of error.

1.  Those which can be detected as soon as the command or expression is entered.
  This type of error will actually position the cursor at the error within the e
ntry.  The error can be corrected as soon as the error message is cleared.



ntry.  The error can be corrected as soon as the error message is cleared.

2.  Errors which are detected only during a recalculation.  In this case CALC MA
GIC will move the cursor to the cell containing the error where the entry can be
 recalled and edited if necessary.

Range Error, e.g., use (A1,K5Ø)
CALC MAGIC cannot extract the correct range information from the information giv
en.  Ensure that the first cell reference points to the top lefthand corner and
the second reference points to the bottom righthand corner of the range.

Uneven Brackets ()
There must always be the same number of opening brackets, "(", and closing brack
ets, ")", in an expression.

Unsure of Meaning
CALC MAGIC cannot understand what you are trying to do!

Cells are A1 to Z254 (or BL254) only
An attempt has been made to reference a cell which does not exist.

Unknown Function
CALC MAGIC does not have the named function.

Number too large
The number which has been entered exceeds 999,999,999,999!

Too many decimal points
A number is only allowed one decimal point.

IF Error.  Use IF(test, true, false)
CALC MAGIC cannot evaluate the IF statement correctly.

GOTO cannot jump to itself
The GOTO function must jump to a different cell on the sheet.

IFGOTO can only go to a cell
An attempt has been made to jump to a number or expression.

Number or cell address only
Only a number or a cell reference is allowed.

ASSIGN to a different cell
Use a different cell reference for assignment.

Numbers and commas only
The command will only accept numbers separated by commas.

Numbers between 1-255 only
An attempt has been made to enter a number outside the range specified, i.e., ze
ro or greater than 255.

Only 15 codes allowed
The command will only allow 15 numbers to be entered.

PV format is PV(amount,%,duration)
An error has been detected in the use of the PV functions, ensure that the param
eters are correct.

Prompt with a text cell
An attempt has been made to use a blank or numeric cell as a prompt.  It must be
 a text cell.

The Sheet is Full!
You have run out of memory.  Check to see if there is redundant information whic
h can be erased.

Background colour must be unique



Background colour must be unique
In order for the sheet to be visible CALC MAGIC will not allow the background co
lour to be the same as other colour selections.

Error in Maths
CALC MAGIC has detected a syntax error in your expression.

APPENDIX B

LIST OF FUNCTIONS

where r1, r2, r3 are cell references (e.g., r1,r2 = range)
where p1, p2, p3 are parameters
where exp is an expression

@SUM(r1,r2) add together all cells in the range

@MIN(r1,r2) find the minimum value in the range

@MAX(r1,r2) find the maximum value in the range

@MEAN(r1,r2) calculate the mean of the range

@COUNT(r1,r2) cound all cells which contain numbers

@SQRT(exp) take the square root of the expression

@PV(p1,p2,p3) calculate the present
value where p1=amount, p2=percentage
p3=duration

@VAR(r1,r2) calculate the variance of the range

@STD(r1,r2) calculate the standard deviation of the range

@GOTO(r1) redirect recalculation to cell r1

@PRINT(r1,r2) print the range

@LOAD(r1) where r1 contains the file name

@SAVE(r1,r2,r3) where r1 contains the file name and r2,r3 is the range to be sav
ed

@TEXT(r1,r2) where r1 contains the prompt and r2 the user response

@NUMBER(r1,r2) same as @TEXT but only accepts numbers

@ASSIGN(exp,r1) assign the result of the expression or the contents of a cell to
 r1

@IF(p1,p2,p3) where p1=test, p2=true, p3=false

@IFGOTO(p1,r1,r2) where p1=test, r1=true, r2=false

@SORT(p1,r1,r2) where p1=column and r1,r2=range

@LOOKUP(r1,r2,r3,r4,r5) where r1=cell containing search key
r2,r3=range to search
r4=column to find new entry
r5=cell assignment new entry

@QUIT stop recalculation now



@QUIT stop recalculation now


